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For someone who is attempting to pass their CCNP exam, you should be willing to invest a little bit of money
into your education and obtain the correct routers and switches. In many of the customizable kits, we have
included the and XM routers as the base devices, as they are the most economical way to build out a lab on a
tight budget. These will start you with an IOS Again, worth mentioning for more advanced level labs, you
will see more or series routers as they support MLPS whereas the s and XM routers do not. So if you can build
your CCNP lab with or series routers now that support the ISR functions, you will be a step ahead of the game
and have a better lab experience. You can still use these for some basic practice and functionality, like
propogating additional routes, but it is now highly stressed that all devices should be running IOS 15 How
Many Routers Do I Need? The more the better! Wow, that was a mouthful! So more than two or three routers
is a safe assumption to build your CCNP lab. If you want the exact router that the new CCNP exam calls for,
the is where you should look. The downside to these is that they reasonably increase the price of your lab and
buying 4 of them can get fairly expensive. So, for example you could go with 2 routers adn 2 routers or 1
router and 3 routers. This would give you a few devices that can complete the syntax and do the command
where the router lack some capabiltiy. Rememeber, even if the routers are completely out of budget, you will
be bale to complete a significany percentage of the labs using the or routers and still get a great hands on
experience! That gives you the ability to configure various scenarios which require multiple switches such as
trunking in multi-layer switched networks, multi-casting, QoS, VTP concepts such as pruning, creating loops
and suppressing them with STP, controlling root bridge elections, and multiple spanning tree environments,
UplinkFast and BackboneFast, EtherChannel and Layer 3 through 7 switching. Layer 3 switches are highly
suggested for the new CCNP material. That is with 4 switches or 2 switches and 2 TT switches. What Is A
Layer 3 Switch? This is a switch that can also do routing! So, no need to bounce the traffic out of the switch,
to a router only to have it sent right back to the same switch because the destination is on a different subnet.
These switches will route that traffic within the switch and save precious bandwidth and time! So what are
your options? If you have the budget, the is the cheapest fully dyanmic layer 3, IOS If you were to go with 4
of them or 4 v2, that would be the optimal situation. The is an IOS If you are looking for a cheaper option to
simply gain some experience and understanding of layer 3 concepts, the is similar to the in its layer 3
capability, but it only supports up to IOS Our newest layer 3 IOS 15 switch that we offer is the v2. These can
be used in place of the or you could go with 4 of these as well. These are similar in capability to the , but give
you a few more options that include stackwise technology. The topology per lab changes to match the
objectives of the lab as you can see from the lab topology pictures illustrated earlier in this article. However
for the most part you will have four routers and four switches. Some items may not be used in all labs. Also, if
you purchase one of the higher end kits, you will receive equipment to cover the Wireless and Voice concepts
that are not included in the more inexpensive kits. Why is this important? Well it will get you exposure to two
really in demand technologies and quite possibly you will get you excited enough about one of those two
technologies to decide that you want to specialize in Voice or Wireless for you next certification. This way
you do not have to keep moving the console cable from router to router as you are configuring them. You can
access all your routers and switches via the terminal server and connected octal cable. This is not going to
function in your lab, but it is nice to have to make your lab much easier to use. Also congratulations on your
CCNA! You should have a very good grasp on the different features of the various Cisco routers and Cisco
switches. As mentioned before, the more you spend, the more bells and whistles you will be able to experience
in your Cisco CCNP lab studies. Not only that, the more you spend, the more labs you will be able to
accomplish. We map our lab kits to the Cisco Academy lab workbooks as where would be a better resource
for the topology for the labs to prepare you for your exam than from than straight from Cisco? Now you must
understand that to follow their labs using the exact equipment they have, you would have to spend
considerably more than what we are charging for any of these kits. So, from our experience we have modified
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the kits with some more reasonably affordable Cisco routers and Cisco switches that will cover a majority of
the concepts in the labs. Again, the more you pay for the kit, the more concepts you will be able to experience.
So again, we have to look for the best bang for the buck in building these kits. But there is a light at the end of
the tunnel! Especially with the CertificationKits Trade-Up program which enables you to upgrade your Cisco
routers and Cisco switches you purchased from CertificationKits. Please see the Trade-Up Program for details.
This is where we talk about real world scenarios and what is often expected of a working CCNP. Voice and
wireless are rapidly expanding technologies in live environments and it is expected that a network engineer at
the CCNP level has knowledge of how they work. Just because these topics were dropped from the new
CCNP exam does not mean that having experience with them should just be overlooked. We still offer our kits
that match the old CCNP topology, which includes voice and wireless, so that you can still go back and follow
those labs and prepare yourself for as much as possible for things you may encounter in the field. This is also a
great way to get some exposure to two technologies that are only growing in demand and this introduction to
them may even cause you to get interested enough want to specialize in one or both of these focuses.
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Re: CCNP study guide sean evershed Feb 16, AM (in response to Murendeni) I think you need to review the posting
policies of this web site to ensure that you are not breaching them.

3: CCNA Routing and Switching Study Guide - PDF Book
In this section of our site, you will find our CCNP ROUTE boot camp style study guide. You will find all the Cisco CCNP
topics covered page by page here.
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of results for "ccnp study guide" CCNP Routing and Switching SWITCH Official Cert Guide: Exam 38 Cert Guide Nov
14, by David Hucaby. Kindle.

5: 7 CCNA CCNP Study Tips for the New Year - !! w/ Keith Barker CCIE | NetworkChuck
Re: CCNP Study Guide DelVonte Mar 31, PM (in response to Munesh) First take a look at the CCNP Exam Topics for
each of the exams, those are located here on CLN.
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CCNP Routing Study Guide v - Aaron Balchunas * * * All original material copyright Â© by Aaron Balchunas
(aaron@www.enganchecubano.com), unless otherwise noted.

7: CCNP ROUTE Study Guide From Chris Bryant
CCNP Course Study Guide CCIE University's industry renowned CCNP Course Study Guides are the best way to learn
any of CISCO CCNP courses. Our instructors combine extensive experience with a clear and understandable teaching
style to help you make the most of your study time.

8: Pass the First Time: Study Tips for the CCNP Routing and Switching Certification | Ben Piper
Pass CCNP ROUTE With Chris Bryant's Study Guide! Master route redistribution, advanced OSPF and EIGRP
configurations, the dreaded BGP â€” and pass the CCNP ROUTE exam with my CCNP ROUTE Study Guide on
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Amazon, now available in both hard copy and ebook format!

9: CCNP Routing and Switching ROUTE Official Cert Guide [Book]
Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) Routing and Switching certification validates the ability to plan, implement,
verify and troubleshoot local and wide-area enterprise networks and work collaboratively with specialists on advanced
security, voice, wireless and video solutions.
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